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Soybean Prices: or "Why Trump's Base May Break": A
Thread. (I agree with Andrew below - Farmer's are being
HOSED).

Andrew Wortman
@AmoneyResists

Replying to @WhiteHouse
Wages are flat, the deficit is exploding, the tax cuts were a 
complete scam, Trump’s trade wars and tariffs are bankrupting 
farmers, the tourism industry has collapsed, the stock market 
wiped out all gains for 2018, and the unemployment rate has 
been falling for decades
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567 people are talking about this

Here are Soybean Prices 2010 to present. During the first 4.5 years of the Obama era,

soy bean country boomed. Things were very dark during the early part of the Trump

v. Hillary campaign and they got dramatically worse with the Trump tarriffs of July

2018.
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Rural soybean country IS TRUMP'S BASE. Almost all of these states voted Trump,

and definitely all the rural, production counties did.

in 2016 (the end of the good years), soybean production put BILLIONS of dollars into

rural America. Even my little state received almost 200 Million.
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China accounted for much more than half of ALL SALES WORLD WIDE.

https://www.agri-pulse.com/ext/resources/AgSummit/2017-SoyStats.pdf

Prices have fallen by about half since this good years of 2012 to 2016. This means

decreased rural income of about 20 BILLION DOLLARS. 20 BILLION DOLLARS

TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM TRUMP'S BASE.

Farmers (and farm workers) STUDY THE WEATHER, and focus on future farm

commodity prices. That news is BAD for everything trumpist. Floods in the midwest

suppress corn prices.

.

Morning Market Review for May 3, 2019
Rain, rain, go away?

https://www.farmprogress.com/morning-market-review/morning-market-review-may-3-…

China trade failures mean the soy market is crap, and it may not even be worth
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planting.

The trends we see are indicative of overall farm country. Income SOARED under

Obama at first, then fell. They have been flat or worse since Trump.

In the entire nation, everyone outside of the top 90% of wage earners hasn't had a

real wage increase since before most of us were born, and it is worse if you factor in

inflation especially in health care.
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Wages for non-whites and non College educated are even worse. Rural America has

been hit hardest with opiates, as well. All in all, there is a real argument to be made to

Trump's base -- Trump didn't do one positive thing for your economic status.

Nothing. (End thread).
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